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INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a noetherian local ring containing a field of characteristic zero. 
In a recent paper Seibt 141 has claimed to have given a differential criterion 
for the permissibility of a prime ideal P in R in case R is complete or of 
finitely generated type over a field. This criterion is a differential condition 
on the coordinate ring gr,(R) of the normal cone of R along P. We state this 
as condition (C) in Section 2. In this paper we observe, firstly, that this 
criterion is not correct (Remark (2.4)). For, although the condition (C) on 
gr,(R) does imply the permissibility of P, the converse is false. Secondly. we 
show that the condition (C) or gr,(R) lies strictly between the maximal 
differentiality and the permissibility of P (Corollary (2.3)). Finally. in case 
R/P is complete, we show that the condition (C) on gr,(R) is equivalent to 
saying that the normal cone Spec gr,,(R) is the product of an affine algebroid 
space and a suitable tangent cone (Corollary (2.9)). In fact, more generally, 
we prove the following 
(2.8) THEOREM. Let A = On>,) A, be a noetherian graded ring such 
that A, is a complete local ring containing afield of characteristic zero. Then 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) The ideal @,>, A,, is maximally differential with respect to a set 
of homogeneous derivations of A oj’ degree zero. 
(ii) A, is regular and there exists a coefficient field k of A,, such that 
every k-derivation of A, extends to a homogeneous derivation of A of degree 
zero. 
(iii) There exist y, ,..., y,. E A,, and a noetherian gruded subring 
B = @n>o B, of A such that B, is a field, J’, ,..., y,. are analytically 
independent over B,,, A, = B,lI y, ,..., yr] 1 and the natural map A,, @,3, B + A 
is an isomorphism of graded rings. 
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Moreover, if the above conditions hold then in (iii) the natural map 
B + A/b, >..., Y,) is an isomorphism. In particular, if A is standard then so 
is B. 
(See Section 1 for terminology.) 
The result of Corollary (2.9), which is the above theorem with A = gr,(R), 
is an analogue for the normal cone of the corresponding result 16, 
Theorem (2.6)1 for the algebroid scheme Spec R itself. 
1. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
All rings considered in this paper are commutative with 1. 
Let R be a ring and let P be a proper ideal of R. 
Let Der(R) be the R-module of all derivations of R into itself. Recall that 
P is said to be maxima@ 2?,-differential with respect to a subset % of 
Der(R) if d(P) c P for every d E 5’ and given any ideal Q of R with 
P$ Q f R there exists d E % such that d(Q) dr Q. We say that P is 
maximally differential if it is maximally p-differential with respect to some 
subset i/ of Der(R). 
Let gr,(R) denote the graded ring @In ZO P”/P”* ’ associated to the P-adic 
filtration on R. Recall that P is said to be permissible in R (as a center for a 
blowing-up) if R/P is regular and gr,(R) is R/P-flat. 
Let A = OnaO A,, be a graded ring. We write A + = @,, , A,, and 
Der i (A ) = {d E Der(A) 1 d(A ,,) c A, for every n > 0). 
Recall that A is said to be standard if A is generated by A, as an A,,-algebra. 
2. THE DIFFERENTIAL CONDITION 
Let A be a graded ring. We shall say that A satisfies condition (C) if 
(Cl A + is maximal& Vi-difSerentia1 for some V c Der + (A). 
Note that A satisfies condition (C) if and only if A i is maximally 
Der + (A )-differential. 
(2.1) PROPOSITION. Let R be any ring and let P be a maximally 
differential (proper) ideal of R. Then gr,,(R) satisfies condition (C). 
ProoJ Put A = gr,(R). Let ti be a subset of Der(R) such that P is 
maximally Q-differential. Let d E G?. Since d(P) c P, d induces, in a natural 
way. a derivation d’ of A which belongs to Der, (A). Let Vi’ = (d’ / d E % ). 
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Clearly, d’(A +) c A + for every d’ E 5”. On the other hand. the derivation 2 
of R/P = A/A i induced by d’ is the same as that induced by d. Therefore if 
we let g = { 2 / d E ii 1 then from the fact that P is maximally ~-di~erent~al 
we conclude that 0 is maximally ~~-differential in R/P = A/A + , which in 
turn implies that A, is maximally ~‘-differential in A. 
(2.2) PROPOSITION. Let R == k1 IT, X, Y/ I/( Y’ + TX”), where k is aJieid 
of characteristic zero. T, X, Y are i~determinates and n > 2 is an integer. Let 
t, Y. J’ be the natural images af T, X, Y, respecticely. in R. Let P = Rx i Ry 
and let f’ be the irlaturaI image qf!)‘1 in R/P. Then: 
(4) Ij’ II = 2 then gr,(R) does not sati& coizditio~? {C), 
(5) Lf n > 3 then gr,(R) s~~t~s~es co~~i~tia~~ (C f.
Prooj: (I ) Follows from ] 2, Chapter II, Corollary 1 to Theorem 2 1. 
(2) Suppose P is maximally differential in R. Then there exists 
dE Der(R) such that d(P) c P and d(R& + P) cf. Rt + P. It follows that 
d(t) G Rt + P and so d(t) is a unit of R. Therefore. since 
2Jjd( y) + ntx”- ‘d(x) + ?d(t) =. 0, we get x” E Ry + Rx” ‘t. which is not 
possible. This proves (2). 
Now, put A = gr,(R) and let x’, J’ be the natural images of X, J*. respec- 
tively. in P/P’. Then it is clear that 
where 
1 Y” f TX’ 
f= )p 
if tt = 2, 
if n > 3. 
(3) Let r? = 2 and let d E Der{A ). Then 2y’d(.f) -+ 2t’x’dfs’) + 
x”d(t’) = 0. Since X” @ Ay’ +-At/x’, we have d(t’) # 1. 
(4) L& IZ = 2 and suppose A _ is maximally Der +(A)-differetlt~al. 
Then there exists d E Der+(A) such that d(At’ -C A -) ~5 At’ + A * . Since 
d(A.)cA., and d(t’)EA,, it follows that d(t’) is a unit of A,,. Put 
d’ = d(t’)-‘cl. Then d’jt’) = 1 and this contradicts (3). 
(5) Let n >, 3. Then .f= Y’. Therefore the ~-derivation a/X of 
kjlTll/X, Yj ’ m d uces a derivation d of A, It is clear that d E Deri(A) and 
that A .:. is maximally d-differential. 
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(2.3) COROLLARY. Let R be a noetherian local ring containing afield of 
characteristic zero. Assume that R is a G-ring (see 13, (33.A)I). Let P be a 
proper ideal of R. Consider the following three conditions: 
(i) P is maximally differential in R. 
(ii) gr,(R) satisfies condition (C). 
(iii) P is permissible in R. 
We have (i) + (ii) z. (iii) 6 (ii) =$ (i). In fact, we hatIe (iii) 4 (ii) =+& (i) eLIen 
[f R is complete. 
ProoJ Put A = gr,(R). Since R is a G-ring, so is A by 13. Theorem 77 1. 
Therefore it follows from 15, Theorem 1 ) and [ 7 1 that (ii) implies the 
permissibility of A + in A. Rut this is the same as the permissibility of P in R. 
This proves (ii) * (iii). The other assertions follow from Propositions (2.1) 
and (2.2). 
(2.4) Remark. The above corollary shows that (4, Theorem (2.4) 1 and 
(4. Corollary (2.5)J are false. whereas Proposition (2.2)(3) shows that 14, 
Lemma (2.3) 1 is false. The error in [ 4 1 occurs on page 489, lines 5-6, where 
it is claimed that fi is also the initial form of Fi with respect to P. For 
example. in our Proposition (2.2) with 17 = 2 the initial form of Y’ + TX’ 
with respect to the maximal ideal is Y”, whereas the initial form with respect 
to P is Y’ + TX’. 
(2.5) LEMMA (cf. ZARISKI 18, LEMMA 41). Let A = @,,a0 A,, be a 
noetherian graded ring such that A,, is a complete local ring containing a 
field of characteristic zero. Let x be an element in the maximal ideal of A,,. 
Suppose there exists d E Der +(A) such that d(x) = 1. Let B = ker d and 
B,-BnA,,. Then: 
(1) B=ELa,, B, is a noetherian graded subring of A and the natural 
map B + A/Ax is an isomorphism. If A is standard then so is B. 
(2) x is a non-zero-divisor in A. 
(3) x is ana~~~tically independent over B, and A,, = B,,[ [x 1 1. 
(4) The natural map A, O,,, B + A is surjective. Moreover, if‘4 is A o- 
flat then it is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Since A,, is a complete A,-module and d(A ,) c A ,, we get a map 
p,, : A ,, + A,, given by 
where d” = 1 l,,. Put p = @I,“~, p,,. Then it is easily checked (cf. 18, 
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Lemma 41) that p is a graded ring endomorphism of A, p / B = l,, im p = B 
and ker p = Ax. From this (1) is immediate. Let f be a non-zero element of 
;2 
Then there exists a non-negative integer r such that f E xrA, and 
xri’A,. Writef=xrg with gEA,. Then d(Jx)=(r+ l)f+x”‘d(g). 
Therefore, since f C? x”+ ‘A,,, we have fx # 0. This proves (2). Now, let n > 0 
be a fixed integer and let X be an indeterminate. Let q,, : B,[ [Xl 1 OH,, B, --t A,, 
be the natural map which maps X to x. Both (3) and (4) will follow if we 
show that q, is surjective and that if A, is A,-free then qn is injective. Let 
f EA,. By induction on i we construct elements fi E B, such that 
f -&#.j+Xi+l A, for every i> 0. Given f,,...,fi (i> -1) with this 
property, write f - Cj=,, xjf;. =f’xit ’ with f’ E A,, and let fi, , = p(J’). 
This constructs the f. as desired. Now, let J, ,...) ~1, be a set of generators of 
B, as a B,-module. Write fi = CT , aijyj with aij E B, and let 
gj = CEO aijXi. Then gj E B,I [Xl] and q,,(Cj”-, g,i 0 JJ~) = J This proves 
the surjectivity of q,. Assume now that A,, is A,-free. Then B, is B,,-free by 
(1). Let .1:, ..., y, be a B,-basis of B,. Let g be a non-zero element of 
BOIIXI I @hJnB.. w e can write g = zJTz, X’g,i(X) ‘3 yi, where r is a non- 
negative integer, gj(X) E B,[ IX]] f or every j and g,(O) # 0 for some j. 
Suppose 9°C s> = 0. Then xy~ , gj(x) yj = 0 by (2). Therefore 
xi”_ , g,i(0)Jjj E B C’ Ax. This is a contradiction, since .v, ,..., y,n is a B,-basis 
of B,, g,(O) # 0 for some j and B n Ax = 0 by (1). Thus qn( g) # 0 and q,, is 
injective. 
(2.6) LEMMA. Let A = @ ,>,,A, be a noetherian graded ring such that 
A, is a complete regular local ring containing afield of characteristic zero. 
Assume that A satisfies condition (C). Let p be an integer with 1 < p < r. 
Suppose there exist x, ,..., x, E A, and d ,,..., d, , E Der, (A) such that 
x, . . . . . x, is a regular system of parameters of A,,. 
and 
di(xi) is a unit of A,, 
d;(xj) E “\-I A,x, - (for i # j) 
h-it1 
for all i, j, I<i<p-1, l<j<r. Then there exist y,....,y,.EA, and 
d , ,..., d, E Der +(A) such that ~1, ,..., J’, is a regular system of parameters of 
A,,, 
dj(yj) is a unit of A,, 
and 
(for i # j) 
for all i, j, I < i < p, 1 < j < r. 
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Proof. The proof of this lemma is exactly on the same lines as that of [ 6, 
Lemma (2.2)]. 
(2.7) LEMMA. Let A = On>,, A,, be a graded ring. Put M = A + and 
assume that M”IM nt’ is A,, jlat for every n > 0. Then A is A,;flat. 
Proof. Considering the sequence A = MO 3 M ‘. . I M” I M”’ I, we see 
that A/M”’ ’ is A,-flat. Since A, n M”’ ’ = 0, A, is the homogeneous 
component of A/Ma+’ of degree n. Therefore A,, is an A,-direct summand of 
AIM”+ ’ and hence A,, is A,-flat. This being so for every n > 0, A is A,-flat. 
(2.8) THEOREM. Let A = ana A,, be a noetherian graded ring such 
that A, is a complete local ring containing aJield of characteristic zero. Then 
the following four conditions are equivalent: 
(i) A satisfies condition (C). 
(ii) A, is regular and there exists a coefficient field k of A, such that 
every k-derivation of A, extends to a derivation of A belonging to Der + (A). 
(ii’) A, is regular and there exist x, ,..., x, E A, and d, ,..., d, E 
Der + (A) such that x , ,..., x, is a regular system of parameters of A, and the 
matrix (di(xi)) is the r x r identity matrix. 
(iii) There exist ~9, ,..., y, E A, and a noetherian graded subring 
B = Ona0 B, of A such that B, is a Jield, y, ,.... yr are analytically 
independent over B,. A, = B,[ [y, ,..., y,j] and the natural map 
q: A, @,,, B + A is an isomorphism of graded rings. 
Moreover, if the above conditions hold then in (iii) the natural map 
B + A/( .I’, ,..., ~1,) is an isomorphism. In particular, if A is standard then so 
is B. 
Proof: (i) =P (ii’) Since A + is maximally differential in A, A, = A/A , is 
regular by 11, Corollary to Theorem 11. Now, we can use Lemma (2.6) and 
induction on p to find a regular system of parameters X, ,..., x, of A, and 
derivations d, ,..., d, E Der+(A) such that d,(x,) is a unit of A, and d;(xj) is a 
non-unit of A, for i # j, 1 < i, j < r. In particular, the matrix (d,(x,)) is inver 
tible. Now, (ii’) follows by replacing d, ,..., d, by suitable A,-linear 
combinations of these derivations. 
(ii’) Z- (i) Since d,(A +) c A+, di induces a derivation di of 
A,, = A/A-+ . Since x, ,..., _ Y,. is a regular system of parameters of A, and the 
matrix (di(xjj) is the r x r identity matrix, it is easily checked that 0 is 
maximally (d, ,..., d,}-differential in A/A c. It follows that A , is maximally 
id , . . . . . d,}-differential in A. 
(ii’) 3 (iii) We use induction on r = dim A,,. The assertion being 
trivial for r = 0. assume that r > 1. Since A, is complete and A is finitely 
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generated as an A,-algebra, A is a G-ring by 13, Theorems 75 and 77 1, 
Therefore, since A+ is a maximally differential prime ideal of A (by the 
implication (ii’) 9 (i)), A + is permissible in A by [ 71. It follows that 
A;/A:+’ is A,-flat for every n 2 0. Therefore by Lemma (2.7) A is AU-flat. 
Now, let B’ = ker d, and Bi = B’ n A,. By Lemma (2.5) X, is analytically 
independent over B;, A,= B;~[xx]], B’ = @,,,,)B; is a noetherian graded 
subring of A and the natural maps p: B’ -+ A/Ax, and A,, G>8, B’ --f A are 
isomorphisms. Since d,(x,) = . . . = d,(xr- ,) = 0, we have X, ,..i’, x, ~, E B[, , 
Clearly, Bh is a complete regular local ring and x,,..., .Y, , is a regular 
system of parameters of B;. Since d,@,) = . . . = d,._,(x,.) = 0, d, ,.... d,... ,
induce derivations of A/Axr, hence derivations of B’ via p. Let us denote 
these derivations by dj ,.... d;_,. It is clear that d; ,.... d; , belong to 
Der+(B’). Now, since the matrix (df(.rj)),,i.iir , is the identity matrix, we 
can use induction hypothesis to conclude that there exist J’, ,..., Jo.. , E B[, and 
a noetherian graded subring B = ana0 B, of B’ such that B, is a field. 
Y , ,..., J'~- I are analytically independent over I?,, BI, = B,[ j .i’l ,..., yt- , / 1 and 
the natural map 3; aHo B --+ B’ is an isomorphism of graded rings. Now. 
taking J’~ = X, we see that (iii) holds. 
(iii) ti (ii) Take k = B,,. Let d be a B,,-derivation of A,,. Put 
D=dOHi, 1,. Identifying A with A, j@Bo B via q we see that D E Der, (A) 
and D extends d. 
(ii) * (ii’) Since A, is a complete regular local ring, it is a formal 
power series ring k[]x, . . . . . s,] ]. Therefore (ii’) follows by taking 
d; E Der + (A) to be an extension of the k-derivation %/&, of A,, . 
The last assertion of the theorem is clear. 
(2.9) COROLLARY. Let R be a ~oetherja~~ jocal ring ~o~lta~~ing afield of 
characteristic zero. Let P be a proper ideal of R such that RIP is complete. 
Then the following three conditions are equivalent: 
(i) gr,(R) satisfies condition (C). 
(ii) R/P is regular and there exists a coef~~~ent field k of R/P such 
that er>ery k-derivation of R/P extends to a dericatiorr of g,(R) belongit~g to
Der + (gr,@ 1). 
(iii) There exist y, ,..., y, E R/P and a standard noetherian graded 
subring B z= Qjnao 3, of gr,(R) such that B, is a field, .Y ,..... yI are 
unal~tjcal~s independent ocer B,, R/P = B,,] ] y, ,.... .I’,.] and the ?~ataral map 
R/P OR0 B -+ grp(R) is an isomorph~sm oJ graded rings. 
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